
STRAIgHT FORgED bLADE SEAMER MODELS
Forged blade seamer models are strong and durable. They are used to bend and form cold-rolled and stainless  
sheet steel, as well as galvanized, copper, and aluminum. These models are most often used by sheet metal  
and HVAC/R technicians. Blades are interchangeable.

MW-S1   3-Inch Straight Seamer
3”(76.2mm) x 1-1/4”(31.8mm) blades with 1-7/16”(36.5mm) throat depth.

MW-S6   6-Inch Straight Seamer
6”(152.4mm) x 1-1/4”(31.8mm) blades with 1-7/16”(36.5mm) throat depth.

Straight 
 Interchangeable

blade Seamers
Compound leverage 

 handle action
Midwest Snips® patent pending interchangeable blade seamers are  

tradesman quality and the four interchangeable blade kits offer both distributor  
and end-user an economical alternative to carrying all four seamer models. FASTER!

Interchangeable blades 
Quick change-over.

EASIER!
Choose From Four blade Sizes
Forged or aluminum.

SAFER!
Heavy-Duty Components
Forged bracket supports blades.

Convenient
Four interchangeable blade sizes.

Strong
Hot drop-forged blade brackets withstand
maximum hand force.

Compound Leverage Handle Action
Requires less hand force.

Depth graduations
Throat depth sight graduations are at 
¼”(6.4mm) intervals.

Complete blade Kits
Each blade kit includes set of blades,
hex fasteners, and hex wrench.

Comfortable Handle grips
Thick textured Santoprene® grips comfort  
user’s hand and prevents steel handles from 
wearing through.

MW-S6MW-S1

STRAIgHT ALUMINUM bLADE SEAMER MODELS
These models feature extruded aluminum blades and are most often used by siding and roofing installers 
to bend and form siding trim, soffit, fascia, and flashing materials. Blades are interchangeable.

MW-S1bK   3-Inch Seamer blade Kit
3”(76.2mm) x 1-1/4”(31.8mm) blades

MW-S6bK   6-Inch Seamer blade Kit
6”(152.4mm) x 1-1/4”(31.8mm) blades

MW-S5   5-Inch Straight Seamer
5”(127.0mm) x 2”(50.8mm) blades with 2-1/4”(57.2mm) throat depth.

MW-S9   9-Inch Straight Seamer
9”(228.6mm) x 2”(50.8mm) blades with 2-1/4”(57.2mm) throat depth.

MW-S5bK   5-Inch Seamer blade Kit
5”(127.0mm) x 2”(50.8mm) blades

MW-S9bK   9-Inch Seamer blade Kit
9”(228.6mm) x 2”(50.8mm) blades

MW-S59   5-Inch & 9-Inch Straight Seamer Set
Includes 5-inch seamer and 9-inch interchangeable blades.

MW-S5bK MW-S9bK

MW-S5

MW-S1bK MW-S6bK

MW-S9

ALUMINUM SEAMER bLADE KITS
Interchangeable blade kits include set of two blades,  
replacement fasteners, and hex key.

FORgED SEAMER bLADE KITS
Interchangeable blade kits include set of two blades,  
replacement fasteners, and hex key.

MW-S36   3-Inch & 6-Inch Straight Seamer Set
Includes 3-inch seamer and 6-inch interchangeable blades.
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